The present study compared blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) response in behaviorally inhibited and behaviorally non-inhibited adolescents to positive and negative feedback following their choice in a reward task. Previous data in these same subjects showed enhanced activation in striatal areas in behaviorally inhibited subjects to cues predicting gain or a loss. However, no analyses had examined responses following actual gains or losses. Relative to non-inhibited subjects, behaviorally inhibited subjects in the current study showed enhanced caudate response to negative but not positive feedback, indicating that striatal sensitivity to feedback may be specific to aversive information. In addition, compared to noninhibited subjects, behaviorally inhibited subjects exhibited reduced differentiation between positive and negative feedback in ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC). This suggests a perturbed ability to encode reward value.
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Introduction
Behavioral inhibition is a temperament type identified in early childhood that is characterized by heightened sensitivity to novelty, enhanced responses to threat, and a tendency to withdraw from social situations (Fox, Henderson, Rubin, Calkins, & Schmidt, 2001; Fox, Henderson, Marshall, Nichols, & Ghera, 2005) . Behaviorally inhibited children are more socially reticent than their peers, more reluctant to play with objects that indicate potential risk (Kagan, Reznick, & Snidman, 1988; Kagan, Reznick, & Gibbons, 1989) , and are at greater risk for developing anxiety disorders in childhood and adolescence (Chronis-Tuscano et al., 2009 ). These children also differ physiologically from non-inhibited peers, displaying higher baseline cortisol levels, greater right frontal electroencephalogram (EEG) asymmetry, and higher heart rates ( involved in the control of behaviors related to reward and punishment (Seymour, Daw, Dayan, Singer, & Dolan, 2007) . In the first of these studies (Guyer et al., 2006) , adolescents with a childhood history of behavioral inhibition were administered the monetary incentive delay (MID) task, which is known to elicit striatal activation to events that signal the potential future delivery of incentives (Knutson, Westdorp, Kaiser, & Hommer, 2000) . Relative to peers with no history of inhibition, the behaviorally inhibited adolescents showed heightened blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) response throughout the striatum to cues indicating that their behavior could lead to a monetary gain or loss. The second study (Bar-Haim et al., 2009 ) demonstrated that this heightened striatal response was specific to events that signaled that potential outcomes were contingent on the subjects' actions. Specifically, inhibited adolescents, relative to non-inhibited adolescents, showed enhanced nucleus accumbens response only to cues indicating that the upcoming reward would be contingent upon their response. On non-contingent trials, when reward was expected regardless of choice behavior, no group differences were observed. Numerous studies have shown that, in addition to its response to incentive cues, the striatum also displays functional activation to rewarding outcomes, such as monetary gain (Hardin, Pine, & Ernst, 2009; Knutson et al., 2000; Knutson, Fong, Bennett, Adams, 
